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Mkbi!~IATOR%) FWAGE 

This translation is neither acaplet* nor Baal, 

but practiaaI4 all the idsae w presaed by the original 

author can be obtained from it in it,- present form,. All 

illustrations have been duplicated from the original article 

without ocaplots translation of the descriptive material 

or reduction of all values to &%&Ush units. 



The irrigation dam of Or1e&nsviU*-OwA ?a"&#  chLmcterimd 
bV the diversity of its ejemntsj, .ig* .tbout doubt, ow that nocemai.tated 
the most research and psrmi.tted urn or not using the moat complete of 
new hydraulic eq► ijxuent and is orate of particularly pleasing conception. 

Tha extrme complication resulted,, above all,, freem the topogropby 
of the ?sand irrigated and frm the gecg hi location of the tribaxta -r7 
not*orks of the rivers. Tla irrigable area, whioh is very well de,:ined, 
is subdivided according to varyi.av relief and utilizes the coAjueated 
contribution frou a storm reservoir on the Osd Fodda for ow part and 
a diversion dam on the Owd Cheliff for the Bather rte. The: pro jw t con- 
voyanze system and the distribution of enter posed multiple  complex 
probl=& ,, all arising "rom the e:~dsting state of affairs. 

',C`he first difficulty consi.stad of Joining to an old sectLon of 
e.:devi na caxaL, a systm of lam-pr csW= eoanAdts designed to faxrnish 
for sevvral ~reaars tha inerosuent requirod for teVorary sly until changos 
bec am,  nacessax-y because of the e::te za ion of irrigation anu,, at a definite 
Nture date, to w,-v-e an a ,; =x%vrk for a pwral distribution qstem 
compose: ¢ of pmsovre conduits to past di:estrib Uou 1W an i,r-
rieu'ted area of 24,*000 hoctaxes appro-.dna-te 60,E acres). 

Atoliers, char pd, vi.th naki ng the hydraulic 
stueies for the -=o ject i  presented and proposed for application, a plan 
for handling large diacharge n o: a!aattear based upon the principle of head« 
reducing- chambers able to function automatically, either in the line of 
at the end of tbo main gr$vity coulai.t to provide regulation from do stream.. 

Tram 1938 to 194 the lay-out i V" was pursued very nearly 
normally, but during the year 1941, a difficult period in wbich the 
saur*ceas of sup supp4 frea the mother co'ua7ctry (Pnoce) retire shut off, it became 
necessary to sabastitute a low-pressure conduit controlled from upstream, 
a take-oft structure having the same automatic ad" tages of a rupture 
chamber and not containing any nec anims. 

The pz`oblem posed is essentially the followings For a conduit 
fe t, In diameter discharglAC in the order of 46 cubic feet per 

second, joinine two sections of main canal, , havi n a di Zfewrrenae in 
elevation of 16.4~O feet, =1 separated by an area. (vaallaRy) approximately 
2-.1/2 %LU* lozsg (Figure 1) to establish at the midpoint a turnout oper-
ating at aa. near constant head. for supplying a secondary canal, Vote-,a 
capable of carrr,,,:i»ng about 19.4 seco ad.-fit operated bd upstreau controls, 
throu& an ianter* d .Bate di.stributloan system, n.-ura 2, ami the and of 
the coxa'ult IischarCln uncontrolled into tho bca structure join✓.. , the 
conduit, aac canal. In Bch them is a saliChtly vuri,able crater surface 
+: VM 

Tjorix conceived °, Boar the LAu-,xxse and iveting the con4it Bans 
poi.ni out aboeo, have~ the aut1aranco of a circular to,,mr cut bf 
.facets * ox=n:ontcd at the temp 'tay a slopiw,- cap that brooks tho outer and 
adds a certaf.n cstheti.c distinction.. *,1,mm --~. 



The tower constitutes a continuous extension of the conduit; 
it is formed of two concentric cylinders of unequal height and diameter, 
the laxgeer being of 7.87 foot internal diameter and the other 3.94 feet 
internal diameter. The water onteem the tower around the central 
column, fills the space between the two cylinders, and is discharged 
into the interior of the smaller uftoresr it continues on its gray downstream. 
The elevation of the crest of the overflow was set to permit passing 
without risk of overflow of the tower, the maxiaam discharge of 46 cubic 
foot per second that might be demanded at the downstream extremity. 
Also, the tower is tapped to the exterior at the level of the secondary 
eanal by an orifice equipped with a sliding gate, controlled by hand, 
that permits making deliveries under a quasi-oonstant head, as has been 
said above, and permits regulating discharges up to 1.9,.4 cubic feet 
per second. 

In an installation that has up6treeax ceontarol. and L; corgoseed 
in general of see"ati ons of conduit ftnetioning as a siphon, joined by 
basins, changes in discharge will praduao oscillations of the fluid 
asses that are amplified by the volume of the water ;pl,.aosd in motion 
vbi cb, in this case, ie contained in the 'basins and in the line. These 
osoillations became extremely trodblssom*, especially at the wctreermitiss 
where it is impossible to eobtai.n, a regulation of discharge, a condition 
very intent in irrigation. 

In the works that have just been described, the pheampAs. of 
eoaci.l ,atieon is greatly attenuated and presents cam*, eons might sap, a 
,Might inconvenience. On the other hand, no matter what the diversions 
are from the conduit upstrom and downatreeam from the structure, evidently 
limited  by the entire supply, the piesometric lines (IWdrauli,c gradient) 
is tangent either to the weir Barest or to the upper surface of the weir 
napps. The variation of level, H, reaches a►  m=iwa of 0.012 feet for 
as gross head of 17.4 feet on the orifia*. Since the discharge varies 
as the squares aro* of H, it is easy to show that the differences axes 
insignificant and that definitely the discharge diverted iE practically 
constant, 

This types of structure ier of  limited  application since it is 
applicable only to installations with upstrsem control disobarging under 
as small head, but has the advantage of being very simple and cheap 
(about one-tenth that of the usual dissipation weer). It.-, ease is 
reconmeended .in every ecaseihere mechanicaal eequipwat is outlawed either 
for ocwwW or other reasons. 

The present note is sol.*4 for information and is addressed 
to those that have praactioal hydraulic questions of interest. 

At this tiaaae, .large modern irrigation project projecte are about to 
be realized. It is useful to recall the solutions adopted under vaariou6 
cirmmtanass, especially when the results obtained indicate,  cucces..fu . 
oporati one. 
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The literature in this field Les vorY awager and should be 
earichod by even meat contributions. 



PROFIL EN LONG DE LA CONDUITE DE RABELAIS 
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OUVPAGE PAPTITEUP DE LA CHUTE DE TENES 
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FIGURE 3 

CONDUITE DE RABELAIS 

OUVRAGE SPECIAL SUR CONDUITE FORCES A FAIBLE PRESSION 
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CONDUITE CANAL DE RABELAIS 
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